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College debates Good
Samaritan’s effect
EMILY BIRNBAUM | NEWS EDITOR

GABRIELLE HEALY | EDITOR IN CHIEF

The College’s recent debate over Playwright-in-Residence Wendy MacLeod’s ’81 canceled play The Good Samaritan grew into a nationwide conversation after national and far-right media outlets picked the story up this week.
As people off campus criticize students’ reactions to the play, many in the Kenyon community are asking how
to expand the conversation beyond The Good Samaritan. Some expressed a desire to build the controversy into a
productive dialogue about race, representation, immigration and freedom of expression.
“My hope is that we will actually use this play as a way to learn about issues of difference, particularly immigration, not as a topic of gossip and drama, but instead as a topic of real human people,” Assistant Director of the Office
of Diversity, Equity and Inclusion Jacky Neri Arias ’13 said.
MacLeod canceled the premiere of her latest play on Jan. 31 after it was widely criticized for its representation of
an undocumented Guatemalan minor.
The Good Samaritan was scheduled to premiere April 5 at the Bolton Theater. Though the administration stood
behind her right to stage the play under the “freedom of expression” clause, MacLeod canceled the play of her volition, according to her Jan. 31 announcement.
President Sean Decatur announced in a Feb. 7 news bulletin that he asked members of the College’s senior staff to
gather a group of faculty, staff and students to propose concrete action following last week’s controversy.
“The past 10 days or so have been a reminder of how even though we often think of community at Kenyon as being an exception, Kenyon is very much part of the broader world,” Decatur said in an interview with the Collegian.
“All of the issues and challenges we face in the broader world are faced here.”
The Panel

NIKKI ANDERSON

Student workers
resist shift reduction

More than 150 people attended the Feb. 1 panel discussion on The Good Samaritan, which MacLeod did not attend. During the panel, several members of the Kenyon community expressed the pain and indignation they felt in
the aftermath of the play-in-progress’s release via email.
The panelists were Associate Professor of English Ivonne García, whose research scrutinizes Latinx representation in literature; Professor of Dance and Chair of the Dance, Drama and Film Department Balinda Craig-Quijada;
and Thomas S. Turgeon Professor of Drama Jonathan Tazewell ’84.
Each of the panelists began by describing their relation to the play and the larger conversation about race and
discrimination. Tazewell said he is both a member of MacLeod’s department and “a black man who … [has] been
the object of micro and macro racial aggressions, from students, faculty, from strangers and friends, even some of
the people who are in this room.” Craig-Quijada said she is “an artist whose principal form of research is embodied
and a Latina woman.”
García’s opening remarks lasted the longest. She identified herself as a “published scholar of U.S. and Latinx
literature … the proud faculty advisor of Adelante and ... a founding faculty member of the Latin@ [sic] Studies
concentration.”
Her statement emphasized three points: She hoped the audience would consider how their “positions with regards to others, especially non-white others, should influence [their] choices,” as well as the ethics of representation;
she urged the Dance, Drama and Film department to stage a play by a Latinx playwright; and she un- page 3
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The Bookstore cut down on student work hours after winter break.
BETÜL AYDIN
NEWS ASSISTANT

After returning from winter break,
some Kenyon Bookstore student employees were surprised to find that their work
hours for the spring semester had been
reduced. Students noticed this change
when they checked their online work
schedules upon returning to campus.
Students felt confused and concerned
about the reduction, because they were
not notified about the changes.
“That was a huge source of stress for
me,” one of the student workers, Sally,
said. (Sally requested that her name be
changed for the sake of anonymity.) She

is financially independent and relies on
her income from the bookstore. The reduction in work hours led her to seek a
second job, which she said was harder to
find during the second semester.
Another student who works at the
Bookstore, Dylan, is also is looking for
another job to supplement their income.
(Dylan also requested that their name
be changed for the sake of anonymity.)
“There are not a lot of jobs — that is another reason why this is bad,” Dylan said.
“It is hard to find a job when you are two
days into the semester, when you are a
week into the semester rather than over
winter break.” As of now, this student has
not found a new job.
page 3
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Village Record
Feb. 1 — Feb. 7

Feb. 2, 10:30 p.m. — Underage students found intoxicated on North Campus.

House to renew PROSPER Act
DYLAN MANNING
STAFF WRITER

A piece of legislation moving through Congress could
make it easier for prospective
higher education students to
apply for financial aid.
The Promoting Real Opportunity, Success and Prosperity through Education
Reform (PROSPER) Act was
first enacted in 1965 to support resources for higher education. Congress reauthorizes
the act every four to six years,
providing lawmakers with a
chance to improve and update
the existing legislation. Congress has fallen behind in renewing the act. The gaps between reauthorizations have
gone from six years (1992 to
1998), to 10 years (1998 to
2008). The law has not been
renewed since 2008, according to a U.S. News and World
Report article published in
December.
The PROSPER Act recently passed through the Committee on Education and the
Workforce. The passage of
the Committee’s version of
this act could make institutions of higher education
more financially accessible
to low-income students, according to the U.S. News and

World Report article.
The act proposes ways to
simplify and streamline the
Free Application for Federal
Student Aid (FAFSA) process.
According to the Committee’s version of the act, a more
user-friendly form would allow students to apply for federal student aid with income
data from two years prior to
the date of application. Under
the act, FAFSA would also be
available on a mobile app.
The act would make the information required by FAFSA
more closely aligned with information families are already
required to provide for federal
taxes. Families with an annual
income of less than $100,000
will be able to use the shorter version of FAFSA currently only available to families
with less than $50,000 annual
income. The act would also
streamline federal student aid
into a single funding tool.
The updated act would
require the government to
work with institutions of
higher education, state governments, high schools and
other educational programs
to ensure that students are
well-informed about financial
aid before they have reached
their sophomore year in high
school. Students and parents

of children receiving federal
financial aid will be required
to go for “enhanced” counseling to officially affirm that
they understand the terms of
their loans annually, according to the act.
The act would allow educational institutions more flexibility in developing creative
methods of postsecondary education, according to the act.
Kenyon already has programs that align closely with
the innovative learning section of the PROSPER Act. The
College calls them “high impact practices” and has hosted
an annual event called “Celebration of High-Impact Practices” (CHIPs) since 2015.
High impact educational
practices offer learning opportunities for students that
are immersive, interactive
and promote local and global engagement, according to
a recent email sent out to the
campus by administrative assistant Andrea Lechleitner.
These include artistic projects,
various performances, internships and research projects.
This year’s CHIPs celebration
will take place in the Kenyon
Athletic Center on April 5.
The PROSPER Act was introduced in the House on Dec.
1, 2017.

Tuition to increase by 3.95 percent
EVEY WEISBLAT
STAFF WRITER

The Board of Trustees met in Santa Monica,
Calif. on Feb. 1 and 2 for their annual winter
meeting. The trustees focused on approving a
budget from the 2018-19 fiscal year. “There was
a budget approved, and details will be going out
soon this week,” President Sean Decatur said in
an interview with the Collegian.
Decatur noted that, among other modifications, there was a “tuition increase of 3.95 percent.” Chair of the Board Brackett B. Denniston
III ’69 said this decision was reached after considerable deliberation.
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The Kenyon Democrats hope students will volunteer to get involved in
the campaigns of Sherrod Brown, John Russell and Ken Harbaugh.

Democrats look for student support at Kenyon

MAYA LOWENSTEIN
ASSOCIATE COPY EDITOR

Students
trickled
into
Chadeayne Dining Room in
Peirce Dining Hall on Feb. 6 as the
members of Kenyon Democrats
discussed ongoing scandals of
the Trump administration. They
chatted about Former Director of
the FBI Robert Mueller’s investigation into Russia’s involvement
in the 2016 presidential election
and the memo released by David Nunes (R-Calif.), chair of the
House Intelligence Committee
that accused the FBI of abusing its
surveillance authority.
Around 15 students from all
class years joined the Kenyon
Democrats to discuss Sherrod
Brown, John Russell and Ken Harbaugh’s respective campaigns for
the midterm elections on Nov. 6.
Representatives from Sherrod
Brown and John Russell’s campaigns were invited to attend the
meeting but were forced to cancel
due to harsh weather conditions.
Sherrod Brown
Brown, the Democratic senator
of Ohio since 2007, is running for
re-election. According to President of Kenyon Democrats Jessie
Gorovitz ’19, Brown is a champion for bipartisanship as he “consistently works with [Republican
Senator] Rob Portman to pass
legislation,” Gorovitz said. Since
Ohio Treasurer Josh Mandel (R)
dropped out of the Senate race,
Brown’s main competition from
the Republican party is Jim Re-

nacci, from the House of Representatives.
John Russell
Russell is running for Congress
to represent Ohio’s 12th district.
Russell ran for State Representative in Ohio’s 68th district but
lost to Rick Carfagna (R) who secured 67.6 percent of the vote in
2016. Despite his loss, Russell “ran
with an exuberance which was almost unheard of,” Jacob Hopkins
’18, the elections coordinator for
Kenyon Democrats, said. Russell
knocked on more doors in his district than any other candidate in
Ohio, according to Hopkins.
Ken Harbaugh
Harbaugh is no stranger to
Kenyon’s campus. On Sept. 24, a
group of 40 faculty, students and
Mount Vernon residents gathered
in Professor of Art Claudia Esslinger’s home in Gambier to hear
Harbaugh speak about his campaign to win Ohio’s 7th district in
the midterm elections against incumbent Bob Gibbs (R).
Sophie Krichevsky ’21 is the
communications director for Kenyon Democrats and knocks on
doors in Mount Vernon and Apple Valley for Harbaugh’s campaign. Although the election is
nine months away, Knox County
residents are eager to discuss politics. “A lot of people are just frustrated with Congress in general
and a lot of people are frustrated
with the lack of bipartisanship,”
Krichevsky said.
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OOC talks
opioid crisis
LAUREN ELLER
MANAGING EDITOR

Amid the anthropological odds and ends of
a Palme House classroom, 21 people gathered
on Feb. 3 under the words “Small Town Alliance
Meeting” written on a dry erase board. They
came from all over Ohio but shared a common
goal: to tackle the drug crisis they saw in their
communities.
The meeting, led by members of the Ohio
Organizing Collaborative (OOC), drew representatives from a number of organizations and
counties across the state, including Clinton,
Knox, Medina and Union counties. The OOC
unites organizations across Ohio to build “transformative power for social, racial and economic
justice,” according to their website, and plans to
launch a ballot initiative to end the pipeline that
shuttles drug users into prison and redirect resources into rehabilitation.
In 2016, deaths due to opioid overdose were
five times higher than they were in 1999, and
Ohio had the second highest rate of drug overdose deaths in the country, according to the
Center for Disease Control and Prevention. Last
October, President Donald Trump declared a
90-day public health emergency in order to address the opioid epidemic, according to Politico.
Trump renewed that announcement before it
expired on Jan. 23 and after the administration
produced few concrete measures to address the
crisis. This includes new funding proposals for
states as they respond to the epidemic. The renewed declaration expires on Apr. 23.
OOC aims to hold meetings such as Saturday’s consistently, according to OOC organizer
Amanda Kiger. “What we strive to do is put people in rooms together so we can start building a
real community network,” she said in an interview with the Collegian.
As members of OOC, Kiger, Hayden Schortman ’08 and Stuart McIntyre led the Small Town
Alliance Meeting. Everyone present introduced
themselves, and after lunch the group discussed
the ballot initiative — called the “Neighborhood
Safety, Drug Treatment and Recovery Amendment” — more in-depth.
The proposed ballot initiative seeks to bring
$100 million back into communities across
Ohio, according to Kiger. These funds would
come directly from the Department of Corrections and not from a new tax on those living in
the communities. The proposed amendment
would also lower the number of people in prison
for nonviolent and low-level drug offenses and
turn such offenses from felonies into misdemeanors, according to kentwired.com.
“It’s just really relocating money that is being
taken from those communities along with the
resources of the humans they’re putting away for
their charges,” Kiger said.
OOC also works to register voters in Ohio,
and especially to reach what Kiger called “lowpropensity voters”: those who have never used
their right to vote or have never been registered,
for example.
“Those people who are on the ground —
they’re the ones most affected by the people we
vote in,” she said.
At the Small Town Alliance Meeting, a number of attendees expressed the need to take action into their own hands because of the little
change they saw enacted in federal policy. Many
also shared personal experiences with drug addiction and overdose, both in their communities
and their own homes.
“I don’t believe in saviors,” McIntyre said
during the meeting. “I don’t believe anyone’s going to save us. I believe in people power.”

Play controversy receives national spotlight
Continued from Page 1

derlined the importance of freedom of
expression.
There was an elephant in the room
during the following Q&A: Students
and faculty addressed MacLeod, who
was not there.
Professor of Spanish Clara RománOdio posed questions about the play’s
intent, which none of the panelists
could speak to directly.
Chloe Hannah-Drullard ’19 said she
felt MacLeod’s refusal to attend the
event indicated “a lack of trust she has
in us as people with opinions, people
with identities, people with feelings.”
Craig-Quijada said that MacLeod
was open to speaking with people who
had concerns about the play during her
office hours.
“I don’t think [going to her office
hours] is something that Adelante is
interested in doing,” Adelante co-president Eduardo Vargas ’18 said in an
interview with the Collegian. “We’re
not going to take that upon ourselves.”
Vargas also said that he was not aware
of any efforts by MacLeod to reach out
to the organization.
“It was good to see so much solidarity from the campus [at the panel] and
it was good to hear the voices of the
professors that supported us,” Vargas
said. “The bad thing is, of course, MacLeod wasn’t there so it wasn’t really a
dialogue. It was kind of a monologue
with sort of a dialogue.”
During the panel, Professor of Political Science Fred Baumann criticized some students’ reactions to the
play, drawing on his family’s personal
experience with censorship and marginalization.
He argued that the response to the
play was “the end of liberal education
at Kenyon.”
In an interview with the Collegian,
Baumann said his father functioned as
“the guardian censor” of the German
Jewish cultural league in 1933.
Baumann said the league’s performances “couldn’t perform anything
the Nazis disapproved of, and they
couldn’t have anything in there that
the Nazis would see as subversive.”
“I don’t want to see anything like
that at Kenyon,” he said, responding to

questions some students raised about
potential departmental oversight of
playwrights’ creative work going forward. “I don’t want to see people having to censor themselves or appeal to
an authorized committee of censors
before they can say something or write
something or perform something.“
Vargas said “nobody envisions a filter or like a screen through which every piece of art [passes] through.”
Instead, he said he considered a
sensitivity checker (a position some
students were suggesting as a potential
solution) as more of “a resource that
people can consult with if they have
doubts or concerns, or any shadow
of doubt that their representation of
something they don’t personally know
about may be misrepresented.”
Baumann was also critical of what
he considered personal attacks on the
playwright.
He said he thought Adelante’s request that MacLeod apologize to them
after retracting the play was “out of
bounds.”
“People who are looking only at the
wrong that has been done to them and
not thinking about what they’re doing to other people tend to be the ones
ruled by emotion,” he said.
Decatur said the conversation
around the play “is not important
enough to signal the end of liberal education at Kenyon” in an interview with
the Collegian, suggesting that liberal
arts education had withstood greater
debates around the institution of slavery, for example.
Outside Coverage
Primarily right-wing media news
outlets picked up coverage of the play
starting over the weekend, often borrowing from the Collegian’s coverage,
as well as that of the Kenyon Thrill. The
Weekly Standard and Fox News, both
conservative-leaning news and opinion outlets, covered The Good Samaritan in conjunction with the creation
of the Whiteness Group, a discussion
group for white students hoping to act
as allies to people of color, started at
the College the week before the play’s
release.
The Weekly Standard piece, titled “Kenyon College Cancels Play

About Immigration; Starts ‘Whiteness
Group,’” was written by Adam Rubenstein ’17, who is the publication’s assistant books and arts editor. (This headline is inaccurate — MacLeod, not the
College, canceled the play.)
“I think that the conversations are
still going on on campus, but I also
have heard lots more conversations
happening out in the wider public,”
Tazewell said. “It’s been on Facebook
and it’s been talked about by alums and
the trustees. There are lots of people
who are talking about this and I think
that’s good but I also think that it’s a
little tricky because we, the Kenyon
community, no longer really control
that dialogue.”
Looking Ahead
The Dance, Drama and Film department is considering alternatives
that will give students a chance to view
and perform in a spring mainstage
production.
Henry Toohey ’18 is a drama major
who was the student lighting designer
for The Good Samaritan as part of his
thesis project. He said the play’s cancellation was “a bit of a relief,” due to
his concerns about its content.
Toohey will now complete his drama major by serving as the lighting designer for Annapurna, another senior
thesis play.
Though MacLeod said she decided
to “cancel the spring Bolton show” in
her announcement, Tazewell said the
drama department is still deciding
whether there will be any mainstage
spring production.
The department requested that students stop circulating copies of the
play.
Craig-Quijada emailed the student
body asking that hard copies of the
play “be returned to the departmental
office and that electronic copies be deleted” last Friday afternoon.
Decatur wrote that “the process of
generating this specific agenda for action has to involve all of us in order to
include a wide range of viewpoints,” in
a blog post on Feb. 7. he said he asked
the working group of faculty, staff and
students to report back to him within
the next two weeks on ideas to move
forward.

Bookstore completion will ensure more hours
Continued from Page 1

Sally said that she was able
to find her second job because
she approached her current employer first. “I ended up being
lucky enough to get a second
job elsewhere,” she said. Both
students had one of their shifts
cut, reducing their weekly work
from 11 to six and 10 to five
hours. This cut in shifts reduced
Dylan’s income from $89.65 to
$48.90 and Sally’s income from
$81.50 to $40.75 per week. They
both said that they enjoyed the
work environment of the Bookstore and their co-workers, so

the unnotified change felt especially disrespectful.
General Manager of the
Bookstore Angus MacDonell
later sent out an email to student
workers to explain the reason
for the change in work hours.
The Collegian contacted MacDonell on Feb. 5 alerting him
to the situations of the student
workers. On Feb. 6, he sent an
email to the student workers.
“I apologize for my inadequate
communication regarding this
and hope to do better in the future,” he wrote in the email.
During the early weeks of
the fall semester, the Village
Market was open for limited

hours, according to MacDonell. Due
to this, the Bookstore saw a significant increase in business and customer visits in the evening and night
hours. This increase allowed more
students to work at night. “As the
market ramped up their hours, our
sales leveled off to more usual levels
late in the term resulting in much
less work for students to perform at
night,” MacDonell wrote in an email
sent to student workers and forwarded to the Collegian. “A reduction in
labor was necessary in response to
the significant change in sales and
customer visits.”
MacDonell said that 10 out of
the 13 students have two shifts, and
that he would contact the remain-

ing three students who only have
one shift. “I anticipate that after we
move back to our renovated space in
mid-March that student and community customer visits will increase
in the evenings as we make study and
meeting space available once again,”
MacDonell wrote. “That will help
ensure everyone will have two shifts
available for the remainder of the academic year.”
Dylan hopes that the Bookstore
management realizes the impact of
the change they made and that students become more aware of their
rights as workers. “I would want for
other students to ... understand what
they are entitled to at work, and work
at a larger context,” Dylan said.
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An afternoon on the KAT: riding beside a shuttle driver
PHOTOS BY ERYN POWELL

The Collegian accompanies Kathy Workman on her afternoon route from Kenyon to Mount Vernon to better understand her worklife as an employee for Knox Area Transit.

DANTE KANTER
STAFF WRITER

Kathy Workman didn’t want her
picture taken. “I don’t even like being
in family pictures,” she said, her hands
covering her face. She does this often
— each time she was asked a question she did not want to answer, she
would look at me from between her
fingers through the rearview mirror
and smile.
Workman was born and raised
around Mount Vernon. She drives the
Knox Area Transit (KAT) shuttle five
days a week from 8 a.m. until 4 p.m.
She has been driving the shuttle for
12 years, since before KAT partnered
with Kenyon on a grant system. Most
likely, you have already seen the bus
that Workman drives: small, white
and spacious enough to seat around 25
people. Whether or not you take the
shuttle, it is an ever-present part of a
student’s daily life on campus, weaving
between Chase and Gaskin Avenues.
“I see you guys building things up,
tearing them down, starting new projects — you’ve got a real community
here,” she said, pulling past the new

English building’s plywood skeleton.
We were driving to the Wright Center, downtown in Mount Vernon, past
Whit’s Frozen Custard. Behind me sat
a student with bright blue hair who
spent her time silently looking out the
window at the frost. It was early afternoon of the coldest day in a long time.
Workman said she remembers
smiles, not names, but there were some
students who stuck out in her mind —
one alumnus, on a visit back to campus, rode the shuttle just to talk to her
and left her a card.
“I like young people,”
Workman said, as we descended the hill
and watched Route 229 tumble out in
front of us. “I’m not trying to preach
to them, I just like to hear what they
have to say.” Workman also works with
a youth group at the Apostolic Faith
Church. She began driving because the
hours worked with her daily routine,
but the job has since become much
more to her.
“I like how it feels to drive,” Workman said. “Church is also a big part of
my life — so is being a servant. Driving lets me be a servant when I can.”
That morning, Workman had stopped

to pick up a student by the Kenyon to be dropped off. Workman waited a
Athletic Center who was underdressed good five seconds, then started the bus
for the weather. It wasn’t on her sched- back up again. It’s never too busy this
ule and lost her a couple of minutes on early, she told me. And the weekends
time, but she saw the student needed are a whole different story.
help. “I try to go out
Workman takes
of my way to help peothis same route 15
I try to go out
ple,” she said, “not just
times a day. When
drop people off at the
we arrived back at
of my way to
stops.”
the Bookstore, she
help people, not just
As we entered town,
idled so we could
drop people off at the
we passed a large,
say our thank yous
19th-century, white- stops.
and goodbyes. I noand-green-trimmed
ticed a single glove
home, which had been KAT Driver Kathy Workman
on her dashboard,
divided into condos.
next to a purple
Each morning, Workman gives a ride monkey stuffed animal. A student had
to a resident of one of those condos left it that morning, and Workman was
who works at the College. We rounded keeping it in hopes that she returned.
the town center, topped by the pillar “You don’t want to be walking around
monument of a Union soldier.
with one glove on,” she said, “especialWe pulled over to a municipal lot, ly in this weather.”
where the blue-haired girl switched
We got out and photographed the
over to another shuttle. Workman and bus from the outside. Workman had
the other shuttle driver, Jim, talked for her visor pulled down, but eventually,
a little while. She apologized for not she folded it back and opened up the
answering her walkie talkie, saying she bus doors. We said goodbye, and she
had been too busy talking my ear off. drove off for her last shift of the day,
We swung over to the Wright Center. descending down the Hill, soon to
There was no one to pick up and no one come back again.

“
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For enterprising senior, fitness is an outlet — and a business
JACK CHESTON
STAFF WRITER

Tevin Harris ’18, founder of Constantly Ascending Aesthetics, an online fitness training and lifestyle business, has turned fitness into an outlet.
During his first year at Kenyon, he
played football and faced academic
issues related to the stress of being a
college athlete. He was involved with
multiple extracurricular activities,
such as the Black Student Union and
Men of Color, but found it difficult to
balance his time and, as a first generation college student, did not have
most of the privileges with which others at Kenyon are endowed.
“[I was] dealing with a lot of the issues that come with being a first gen-

eration college student and then being from the inner city, coming from
a different academic background,” he
said. “I faced a lot of struggles in trying to have a quintessential college experience.”
Harris had to petition to return
to Kenyon after his first year. After
stepping away from football, he successfully returned for his sophomore
year and began excelling academically and personally. That is when he
was able to lay the groundwork for his
fitness training business, an endeavor
he dreamt of since high school. He
cycled through various names before
settling on Constantly Ascending
Aesthetics.
“I named it Constantly Ascending
Aesthetics because I want growth and
development to always be
incurred,” he said. “I want
to always be getting better.”
Harris’ approach to fitness is holistic — through
physical training, he aims
to help people improve
themselves in all facets of
life. For Harris, teaching
your body to overcome
physical hurdles “informs
[your] ability to combat
bigger issues in life.”
Harris hopes to grow
the Constantly Ascending brand, to open his own
gym and to create a community of people who want
to better themselves. He
continues to devote time to
reading fitness reviews and
scientific articles from reputable names in the fitness
industry to add credibility
to what he does. He plans
to pursue a graduate degree
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Tevin Harris ’18 used physical training to overcome his personal struggles. He shares his philosophy
with clients.

in physical therapy.
For now, Harris works only as
an online coach due to regulations
at facilities like the Kenyon Athletic
Center which prohibit non-gym employees to directly train other people.
As an online trainer, Harris hopes to
build a relationship with clients that
most trainers do not have.
“I’m essentially building a relationship with people. … If there’s
anything going down, in any facet of
your life, I want to hear from you and
to help however I can,” he said.
During his junior year, Harris suffered his third concussion and developed Post Concussion Syndrome, a
mild form of traumatic brain injury.
Overcoming this presented a new

challenge, since the struggles he faced
were invisible and his symptoms were
difficult to treat.
But Harris was able to get back up
and overcome his injury. “I’m really
thankful for this experience because
it has informed me about how to be
even more open to approaching people’s problems in terms of personal
development,” he said.
Harris’s vision for the future is
bright. After graduation, he hopes to
take up various international teaching jobs, potentially in both Beijing
and in the Samoan Islands, but he
wants to continue focusing on helping people change their lives. “Fitness is my way of deconstructing or
separating myself and other people

from negative stimuli,” he said. “It has
sculpted my mind to where I don’t
feel that anything is impossible.”
He also wants to give back to his
community by spreading his messages of positivity, hard work and perspective.
“I know so many young black men
where I come from, the South Side of
Chicago, who feel at [odds with] their
environment,” he said. “But when you
take a step back and you think about
the things you do have control over,
and you decide not to pay too much
attention to the things that you lack
or that society doesn’t provide you
the resources to do, it gives you a better perspective on what you can make
happen.”

Senior Class Total:

Junior Class Total:

Sophomore Class Total:

First-Year Class Total:
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Answer

Rebecca Waters ’18

Jack Murphy ’19

Claire Preston ’20

Andrew Herbelin ’21

Who starred in the Super Bowl
halftime show?

Justin Timberlake

Justin Timberlake

I don’t know

Justin Timberlake

Katy Perry

What was the original purpose
of Rosse Hall?

The old chapel

Gym

Lecture hall

Seminar room

Administration

What was the Kokosing Gap
Trail before it became a bike and
walking path?

A railroad

Railroad

Road to campus

Railroad

A horse trail

Where will the Winter Olympics be
held beginning this week?

PyeongChang, South
Korea

The North Pole

Tuscany

Canada

South Korea
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Sunny location in Tomsich threatens Roy Lichtenstein print
DAN NOLAN
ARTS EDITOR

location near the stairs revealed
a problem: potential sun damage.
Rendered in the graphic style
As the Gund Gallery’s Regusually reserved for superheroes, istrar & Collections Manager,
a chemist peers down into their Robin Goodman is in charge
test tube. A microscope, beakers of maintaining the condition
and gears surround them.
of public art at Kenyon. Public
The print hangs in the main works around campus are substairwell of Tomsich Hall, and ject to various problems in their
uses only primary colors in ad- uncontrollable
environments.
dition to black and white. Most Sculptures, like the Maillol sculpsurfaces are filled with Benday ture outside of the Gund Gallery,
dots, which are used for shading experience weathering and rustcomic books. It is unmistakably ing, and paintings can be damAmerican Pop
aged when
Art. It is unexposed to
mistakably the
high temOver time,
flat,
graphic
peratures.
light, particustyle of Roy Li“Peace
larly UV light, is going to Through
chtenstein.
degrade the ink and the Chemistry
“Peace
Through
II” risks bepaper.
Chemistry II,”
ing
overan
original Gund Gallery’s Registrar &
exposed to
Lichtenstein
light. “Over
Collections Manager Robin
print from 1970 Goodman
time, light,
is no longer its
particularly
home in the
UV light,
Tomsich stairway This past week, is going to degrade the ink and
the Gund Gallery removed it so the paper,” Goodman said. Its rethat an exhibition copy could moval from Tomsich, however, is
be temporarily put in its place. merely preventative.
While the building that houses
Because light damage is cuthe chemistry department is the mulative, artworks must be reperfect place to keep Lichten- moved from potentially hazardstein’s science-themed print, its ous spots before any noticeable

“

COURTESY OF THE GUND GALLERY

Roy Lichtenstein was an American Pop artist from the 1950s through 1990s whose print “Peace
Through Chemistry II” is displayed in Tomsich Hall.

signs of damage appear. “Once
you hit the notable point, you
haven’t done your due diligence,”
Goodman said.
A gift to the College from Graham Gund ’63 H’81 and his wife
Ann, “Peace Through Chemistry
II” is from a period in Lichtenstein’s career following his most
famous works. He developed
his comic book style and use of
pop culture figures throughout
the 1960s with pieces such as

“Whaam!” and “Drowning Girl,”
both from 1963. By the 1970s,
Lichtenstein slowly moved away
from pop culture figures and his
signature graphic style and spent
much of the decade secluded in
his Long Island studio.
While “Peace Through Chemistry II” is in the comic book style
of many of his 1960s works, most
of his 1970s works veered more
toward abstraction and references to modernist painters such as

Pablo Picasso and Paul Cézanne.
Later this year, the exhibition
copy will temporarily hang in the
original’s spot in Tomsich. After
spending the brighter spring and
summer months in storage, the
original will return to its spot
for the late fall and winter. While
the original is a lithograph and
screen print, the copy will be a
high-resolution .tiff image that
will be printed in Columbus and
placed in an identical frame.

Horn Gallery looks to expand independent student programs

LOVE(D) is the first art and performance show that will come to the Horn Gallery this year.
KEVIN CRAWFORD
ARTS EDITOR

The Horn Gallery has hosted big names
like Mitski, Killer Mike, Macklemore,
Frankie Cosmos and Danny Brown —
but the space functions as more than just
a concert venue. Over the years, it has
functioned as an art gallery, spoken word
performance space and museum. This semester, Horn Gallery managers Adelaide
Sandvold ’18 and Nicky Ogilvie-Thompson ’19 are encouraging students to take
advantage of the Gallery’s versatility.
Last year, the Horn Gallery hosted
Hannah Johnston’s ’20 “I Have Fears” art
showcase; Natasha Preston’s ’17 “Conversations,” a one-woman spoken word
performance; and the Kenyon Review’s
ANNMARIE MORRISON
annual “Poem In Your Pocket Day” per- The Horn Gallery’s managers, Nicky Olgilvie-Thompson ’19 and Adelaide Sandvold
formance. This semester, Sandvold and ’18, will invite students to apply for art grants this semester for the first time.
Ogilvie-Thompson hope to bring more independent student projects into the space. the Gallery without cost.
Lower Horn Gallery, will feature a col“Apart from booking bands, which
“We’re doing our best to just have lection of student-submitted mementos
has been our main fothe Horn be an open from past relationships. Each object on
cus, we are looking to
space,”
Ogilvie- display will have a small blurb explaining
Apart from
support student artists
Thompson said. “Peo- its significance. In the evening, starting at
this semester,” Ogilbooking bands, ple don’t know this 9 p.m., there will be an open mic event,
vie-Thompson
said. which has been our
and people don’t think inviting students to share poetry, stories
The managers hope to
this, but anyone can and songs.
do this by clarifying main focus, we are look- reserve the space.”
The event takes inspiration from the
that the Horn Gallery ing to support student
Rose Bialer ’20 and Museums of Broken Relationships in
is not just a venue for artists this semester.
Baxter King-Epping Los Angeles, Calif., and Zagreb, Croatia,
events funded by and
’20 are two students which accept mementos for display from
managed by the Horn Nicky Ogilvie-Thompson ’19
who have taken ad- past relationships submitted from all over
Gallery student board.
vantage of this policy the globe. “It’s supposed to be kind of
Ogilvie-Thompson
and partnered with tongue-in-cheek; it’s not supposed to be a
added that anyone affiliated with a regis- the Gallery to plan a show.
sad event,” Bialer said. “It’s going to be an
tered student organization is able to use
Bialer and King-Epping’s show, emotional, tender space.”
Kenyon’s reservation system to reserve LOVE(D), which goes up on Feb. 14 in the
Bialer and King-Epping were also in-

“

spired by the “I Have Fears” show in the
Gallery last semester. Johnston had complained to Bialer how frustrating it could
be to put events together on the Hill before she realized the Gallery was an option. “At Kenyon it really is possible, if you
have an idea, to put on a show — there’s
no one really stopping you,” Bialer said.
“We decided to turn our idea into a collaborative student event, and thought we
might as well do it on Valentine’s Day.”
“We don’t expect it to be a huge thing,
but we expect it will be a fun thing for
everyone who comes and submits something,” King-Epping added.
In addition to unfunded projects like
LOVE(D), Ogilvie-Thompson and Sandvold are looking to attract student projects to the Gallery that would otherwise
be prohibited by cost through providing grants. With $21,000 from the Business and Finance Committee (BFC) and
a $500 gift from an alumnus, the managers are inviting students to apply for art
grants.
“We are looking for people who want
to apply for art grants, which entails
people coming to us and requesting the
funds, and us sending them a contract
that is essentially the same contract we
send to visiting artists and bands,” Ogilvie-Thompson said.
Students can use these grants, of up to
approximately $400, to organize projects
in the Gallery. Ogilvie-Thompson added
that students are free to plan and operate
their event independently like Bialer and
King-Epping, but that he and Sandvold
are open to helping students realize their
shows.
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Hallie Bahn ’14 merges art and storytelling with stop motion
EDEN STEPHEY
STAFF WRITER

“Humankind Cannot Bear,” a stopmotion piece by Hallie Bahn ’14, explores the passage of time in a shifting
sand desert, which continually covers
and then uncovers relics of the past
to be given new life. Bahn’s talk in
Horvitz Hall last Sunday, Feb. 4 functioned in a similar way, presenting
work from her time at Kenyon sideby-side with projects from her recent
professional work in design and management, as well as her personal work,
at the Minneapolis College of Art and
Design (MCAD).
Bahn started as an executive assistant at Materials for the Arts in
New York City, a nonprofit that implements reuse through distribution
of donations of unneeded surplus
supplies to arts programs and public
schools.
Within three months, she took on
other jobs around the warehouse, like
managing the nonprofit’s finances,
serving as lead photographer and
designing annual reports and galas.
Bahn’s artistic skill was used to demonstrate to recipients how nontraditional materials like pearls and plastic f lowers can be reworked in new
projects, because traditional materials like paint and pencils are not always available.
While working commercially,

KIM DAVIDSON

Hallie Bahn ’14 earned her MFA in Visual Studies at Minneapolis College of Art and
Design after graduating from Kenyon.

Bahn found fulfillment in her products by including “personal Easter
eggs”: subtle, stylistic details. She
said that at times it was challenging
to hand off her work to others — clients sometimes requested changes to
an intentional part of a design. This
sometimes frustrating experience for
a precise, detail-oriented artist revealed a valuable conclusion: Bahn
found that she was eager to return to
individual work.
“I like the fingerprints,” Bahn said
of the little imperfections and minu-

tiae that create the little worlds where
her stories exist. “They might not be
noted, but it’s important that I made
them for my own clarification.”
With this realization, she returned
to school to earn her MFA in Visual
Studies at MCAD. Her decision to attend the school of art was as meticulous as her set building.
She explained to current Kenyon
students her process of selection,
from online research to making the
most of a campus visit. She stressed
the importance of experimentation in

university, and made this a priority in
her search. Bahn explained that she
found herself looking for a similar
space and structure to what she had
at Kenyon.
“We are spoiled to have Horvitz,”
she laughed, describing how some
programs offer little studio space for
graduate students.
Bahn attributes some of her skill
and success to the liberal arts education at Kenyon. She believes that her
ability to write is an edge above her
peers from strictly art institutions
because it strengthens her narratives.
Some of her best works, she says, are
from her time at Kenyon.
“Vultures,” Bahn’s first piece stopmotion piece features figurative silhouettes on a neutral background.
The detailed figures tell the story of
Bahn’s grandfather, who was sold for
work in Russia but stowed away to
New York.
This deceptively simple clip contains elements that appear throughout Bahn’s repertoire, such as complex narrative, intentional set design,
extreme attention to detail and efficient storytelling. “Née Rabbit,” her
most recent stop-motion work, uses
these same elements to explore identity and memory during an amnesiac
experience.
Bahn’s work is incisive and empathetic, effective in transmission and
unparalleled in composition.

Word of Mouth works with students to share personal stories
bring together Kenyon’s community. This community has
grown with increased particiLast year, Word of Mouth pation, and will hold its fifth
became a podcast at Kenyon performance within the next
through WKCO. It was in- month. “What’s so special
spired by The Moth, a radio about putting the stories onshow and podcast that focus- stage is that you can actually
es on live storytelling. But its see the audience and interact
stint as a WKCO project was with the audience,” Blackman
short lived.
said.
“After an afternoon in the
Through auditions, the
studio, it became apparent [the creators select a small group
radio format] was a terrible of storytellers, either by the
idea,” Sophie Weir ’20, one of strength of their story or their
the creators
presentaof
Word
tion.
“We
of Mouth,
see people
Kenyon has all
said. Before
sorts of perfor- perform and
the WKCO
we
think
mances for almost every there
feature
is
even began, group, but it just didn’t
something
the
Word have any storytelling
there that
of
Mouth shows.
they don’t
founders,
even know
Weir,
JT JT Baldassarre ’20
is
there,”
Baldassarre
Berger said.
’20,
An“We like to
nie Blackman ’20 and Nata- see the unusual … we like to
lie Berger ’20, realized they find specifics in stories that
were tackling this idea from are meatier,” Baldassarre addthe wrong angle. They decided ed.
it would work better as a live
From there, the leaders meet
performance.
with each storyteller individu“Kenyon has all sorts of ally, workshopping to find the
performances for almost ev- right details and emotions to
ery group, but it just didn’t create the best piece. Then the
have any storytelling shows,” storytellers meet in a rehearsal
Baldassarre said. The creators setting with two or three othstarted Word of Mouth to share er performances. Immediately
the experiences of students for before the performance, the
one night twice per semester to entire group meets to settle the
ULYSSES YARBER
STAFF WRITER

“

structure of the show, determining which themes or feelings complement each other.
From the beginning, it was
never just the stories on stage.
Like in The Moth, music in between acts adds f luency to the
show, while anonymous answers to particular questions
asked at the door are read
throughout the evening.
All of this is meant to
provide a connection by involving both the performers
— through close-knit workshopping and rehearsal — and
the audience, creating a sense
of intimacy and belonging.
Many of the stories shared
are personal, dealing with issues ranging from the death
of loved ones to heartbreaks.
After sharing intimate details
with an audience, it can be a
relief to have an energy geared
towards acceptance.
“It felt really good to share
something intimate with my
friends who came to support
me, but also people I’m not
as close with,” Baxter KingEpping ’20, a past performer,
said.
This sense of community also adapts to the needs of
both performer and audience.
As Word of Mouth worked
through meandering anecdotes and unexpected fire
alarms, the project was able to
learn from past difficulties in
meaningful ways.

NIKKI ANDERSON

Annie Blackman ’20, JT Baldassarre ’20, Sophie Weir ’20 and Natalie Berger ’20 are the creators of Word of Mouth.

“

It felt really good to share something
intimate with my friends who came to
support me.

Baxter King-Epping ’20
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With fewer North Campus spaces, students feel blocked in
Next year’s proposed parking changes will further disrupt student access to Mount Vernon.
necessary adjustment, but this option offers a
slower commute with multiple stops, and less
freedom of when to arrive and leave, while
Through all of the changes students have
giving students who have work or internships
seen in the past few years, a fundamental
outside of Gambier little option of where to
problem still remains and is set to worsen stop. It also does not operate on Sundays. Simnext semester: parking. The College is fumply put, this option is not optimal for students
bling the quintessential Kenyon experiwith vehicles.
ence with clashing ideologies between beThe Wright Center gives Kenyon roots
ing a “walking campus” and expanding into
in Mount Vernon. The three-story building
Mount Vernon. Kenyon
devotes its first floor to
plans to transition South
the Science Play-Space
1, Norton and Lewis
Initiative, a children’s
The proposed
parking options to facscience program, and
additional
ulty and staff lots next sehouses space for the
mester, while expanding parking illustrates the
Office for Community
South 2 for students and school’s disconnect with Partnerships on the
thus further inconve- the needs of its current
second floor, while proniencing North Campus students.
viding film students a
residents. The initiative
professional studio and
of integrating the Kenediting labs on the secJas Spearman ’18
yon student body into
ond and third floors.
the Mount Vernon comFor this senior film mamunity is thwarted by the purposeful lack of
jor, it’s been an incredible resource, but one
convenient student parking in an effort to rethat’s far out of theyway from traditional Kemain “a walking campus.”
nyon academia.
The Wright Center opened in Mount VerSeniors register for parking first but getnon last spring. Since the College chose to
ting their first choice is far from guaranteed
have the Wright Center in Mount Vernon, due to the limited number of spaces. This
there have not been any changes to parknumber is set to drastically decrease next
ing policy to make the six-mile journey to
semester. This change will further exile the
class more convenient for students with vemajority of North residents from convenient
hicles. The school has made changes to the
parking. This would mean a student living in
campus shuttle, Knox Area Transt (KAT); a a New Apartment would have to walk rough-

JAS SPEARMAN
CONTRIBUTOR

“

ly 1.25 miles to get to their car in the proposed
new spaces. North Campus students would
have to make a two-mile round trip or longer
if they wanted to go home before going to the
Kenyon Athletic Center (KAC).
Any film student or student with an offcampus job or internship living North will
have to make up to a 2.5-mile round trip, often multiple times a week, to reach their car if
they want to get to town at a different time, or
place, than the hourly shuttle. The proposed
additional parking illustrates the school’s
disconnect with the needs of its current students. With construction causing the permanent and temporary closures of the Cove and
the Gambier Deli, Mount Vernon is increasingly desirable but disincentivized by inconvenience. On weekends, faculty parking becomes available to students but the spaces are
also limited.
Kenyon is not a walking campus, but a
campus divided between walking and biking.
Lately students are opting to walk alongside
Middle Path rather than dirt biking and mud
sliding on it, but still, the point remains. Living North means having at least a half mile
journey to class, Peirce and the KAC. With expanded North parking, this fundamental aspect of daily commuting would not switch to
students driving because the parking guidelines would not change. We would remain a
walking/biking campus, but students with
commitments outside of Gambier wouldn’t
have to make constant treks to South 2 and

Distinguishing satire from scholarship
MATTHEW MANNO
CONTRIBUTOR

Art should not be scholarly;
it should not be anti-scholarly; it
should, in almost every case, be a-
scholarly. I say this in response to,
in my view, the most curious criticism levied in last Thursday’s common hour conversation against
Professor of Drama and James
Michael Playwright-in-Residence
Wendy MacLeod’s ’81 recently
withdrawn play, The Good Samaritan: that her writing wasn’t s cholarly. The play h
 as suffered epithets
such as racist and insensitive, but
whether or not those invectives
hold true is beside the point of this
article. My goal is not to critique
the play, but to critique the way in
which it has been discussed. I argue that judging art by its factual
accuracy results necessarily in the
reduction of people to tools and
objects — exactly what both MacLeod and her critics seek to avoid
— an aesthetic theory indistinguishable from the naturalism of
French novelist Émile Zola.
Zola claimed that novelists
ought to be more like scientists,
who, having collected different psychological specimen, expose them
to a set of controlled variables, and
record the results. He likened writers to journalists, who studied actual subjects and recorded data for
the sake of telling s cientific truth.
Both MacLeod’s play and the
debate surrounding it are exam-

ples of of Zola’s idea gone horribly
awry, namely the idea that artists
ought to solely portray subjects
with as much scientific accuracy as
possible, in order that a novelist’s
accounts might further Enlightenment ideals of progress. MacLeod
says this herself in her email to the
student body: The common hour
discussion’s original subject was
“how comedy can be a force for
change.”
However, there exists an assumption lurking even deeper beneath this one: that art should be
used for something, that it is a
means. Take, for example, the a
toy burro belonging to Hector, the
teenage Guatemalan boy in MacLeod’s play.
This episode served as evidence
for both sides of a dispute, in which,
on the one hand, some argued that
the u
 se was appropriative; and on
the other hand, others, namely
Professor of Political Science Fred
Baumann, that the use was ingratiating, that it made the boy likeable.
But whether the use of a p
 erson is
appropriative or ingratiating, the
enterprise is nonetheless degrading, reducing a human being to an
object, a means, regardless. While
every speaker on Thursday made
claims with some degree of truth,
all implicitly supported the treatment of people a s means — either
reducing them to emotional marionette strings, or, like Zola, to laboratory test-subjects.
How, then, should artists avoid

this problem? What, if not scientific accuracy, makes art g ood? Oscar
Wilde, a preeminent figure of the
Aesthetic movement — a movement that reacted violently against
pervading trends of realism with
the famous maxim “art for the sake
of art” — offers the alternative. He
writes in his preface to D
 orian
Gray t hat “All art is quite useless.”
Wilde is being somewhat coy here,
though. He believed, I think, that
art is not a means to an end but
an end in itself. Wilde knew that,
while Zola claimed to portray the
human being as she is, he only ever
wrote her as she appeared — a flat,
lifeless object.
Wilde, however, saw that the
human was beautiful in herself,
had no purpose or use, that there
existed nothing higher. While he
believed in the march of progress,
just like Zola, the goal of progress,
the aim of civilization, was, for
him, the beautiful, not captured
or replicated but made manifest
in poems, paintings — even plays.
Art is useless because it is that to
which all else is directed — not the
thing that causes but that which is
caused. The question, then, w
 hat is
beautiful,what could ever possibly
stand so firm and resolute, alone,
as it own purpose, confounds, it
perplexes, but I believe that there
will be no progress until we ask it.
Matthew Manno ’20 is a classics
major from Las Vegas, Nv. You can
reach him at manno1@kenyon.edu.

back. If the fear is of losing our “walking campus,” why does any student have convenient
parking, like those in the Acland Apartments,
Morgan Apartments or the select few seniors
who were able to win the parking lottery?
There are ways around this: If the school
theoretically paved a parking lot over the
abandoned tennis courts near the New Apts
or over the basketball courts between Watson
and Norton Residence Halls as quickly as they
did for the Gund Commons parking lot this
fall, it would solve this issue. Keeping spaces
for North Campus student parking would
show that the school prioritizes convenience
and safety for the students who pay to be here
as much as they do for the faculty and staff
they pay to work here.
Convenient parking shouldn’t be so limited that seniors have to fight over it with a
lottery system, but available to all North residents. The systems in place that prevent students from driving to class and Peirce would
remain and so will Kenyon’s “walking campus.” Convenient parking would make academic work that requires driving into town
more accessible while not changing the current parking rules in place. If it is available to
some already, why is there hesitation of expansion? As the new Gund Commons lot has
proven, the solution is quick and easy.
Jas Spearman ’18 is a film major from
Round Pond, Maine. You can contact him at
spearmanj@kenyon.edu.

Letter to the
Editor
The events surrounding Wendy MacLeod’s The
Good Samaritan have been painful. There is no
more poignant statement than the one from a
student currently protected by the DACA program who wrote: “It hurts when I wonder if that
is what the people here think about me.” Sadly,
that is the point of MacLeod’s play. Whatever the
legitimate criticisms of its portrayal of an undocumented minor, its clear intention was to highlight
the unfortunate reality that there are far too many
people at Kenyon who pay lip service to supporting
Dreamers but do nothing to actually support them.
Despite the supposed “Kenyon bubble,” anti-immigrant bias, along with Islamophobia, racism and
homophobia, have a long history here. MacLeod’s
critics convinced her to cancel her play, which they
argued contributed to the systematic oppression
of the Latinx community. Perhaps now those same
critics can turn their attention to more difficult
tasks. Perhaps they will begin to take on departments that privilege a Eurocentric curriculum
and seem unable to hire anyone but white people,
introductory courses that contain virtually no
writings by people of color, attempts to silence the
voices of pro-Palestinian students and “academic
conferences” that provide platforms for anti-BLM
and other right wing speakers in the name of free
speech. These are only a few examples. These are,
of course, more difficult targets than the flawed
work of a female playwright who is actually a critic
of white privilege and the oppression of the undocumented. Perhaps that explains the relative silence.
Vernon James Schubel
Professor of Religious Studies
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Reclaiming
narrative to combat
right-wing spotlight
If you Google Kenyon College right now,
you’ll see a few stories trending: “Kenyon College
Cancels Play About Immigration; Starts ‘Whiteness Group’” from the Weekly Standard; “Kenyon
College professor nixes play on illegal immigration as ‘whiteness group’ takes shape on campus”
from Fox News; and “‘Whiteness Group’ at liberal arts college bars whites from asking blacks
questions” from Breitbart.
Despite the sensationalist claims in these
headlines, the only thing that they’ve seemed to
prove is that representation of events is not always
so clear cut. Fox News and Breitbart have taken
content published in the Collegian and the Kenyon Thrill about Playwright-in-Residence Wendy
MacLeod’s ’81 canceled play The Good Samaritan
and the creation of a Whiteness Group on campus and linked those events to push a partisan,
‘anti-academic’ narrative.
These outlets are conflating The Good Samaritan’s cancellation and the formation of the
Whiteness Group, unrelated but very important events, and it implies that our community
is complicit in a form of censorship. Though this
implication is unfounded and inaccurate, it still
reflects upon Kenyon as an institution.
It is easy to let this attention from right-wing
national outlets to change our perception of this
community, but the easy thing is not always the
right thing. In fact, the right thing is usually not
easy at all.
Over the last few days, our campus has been
engaged in a difficult and important dialogue
about the representation of minority individuals
in art. But the conversation has shifted to another question altogether in the hands of these conservative publications: whether a so-called ‘PC
culture’ impacts freedom of speech or promotes
an ‘anti-white’ agenda.
Due to the attention to these events by those
outside our immediate community, we need to
find our own voice amidst broader public outcry.
Now is the time to come together as a community to reclaim the narrative and to reaffirm
the original purpose of these events: to highlight
and address instances of racial insensitivity and
cultivating cross-cultural awareness. This won’t
be easy, but it is still right.
The staff edtiorial was written this week by the executive editors of the Collegian, editor-in-chief Bailey
Blaker ’18 and managing editor Lauren Eller ’18. You
can contact them at blakerb@kenyon.edu and ellerl@
kenyon.edu, respectively.

The opinions page is a space for members of
the community to discuss issues relevant to the
campus and the world at large. The opinions
expressed on this page belong only to the writer.
Columns and letters to the editors do not reflect
the opinions of the Collegian staff. All members
of the community are welcome to express
opinions through a letter to the editor.
The Kenyon Collegian reserves the right to
edit all letters submitted for length and clarity.
The Collegian cannot accept anonymous or
pseudonymous letters. Letters must be signed by
individuals, not organizations, and must be 200
words or fewer. Letters must also be received
no later than the Tuesday prior to publication.
The Kenyon Collegian prints as many letters as
possible each week subject to space, interest and
appropriateness. Members of the editorial board
reserve the right to reject any submission. The
views expressed in the paper do not necessarily
reflect the views of Kenyon College.

ULYSSES YARBER | COLLEGIAN

Letter to the Editor
Dear Kenyon, Push Yourselves Beyond Anger Into Action
I was pleasantly surprised to see Kenyon splashed across Fox News’s online
“Controversy” page yesterday afternoon.
I have been following the The Good Samaritan controversy from my home in
Nairobi, Kenya, and have been heartened
to Kenyon students actively advocating
for a fair and equitable representation of
a minority group. As usual, Kenyon students are self-aware and compassionate.
The palpable anger coming from the
Kenyon community is healthy and real.
It is an anger that stems from centuries
of mistreatment of the most vulnerable
groups in the United States. It is an anger
directed towards the myriad of dangerous and demeaning challenges that most
of us have never had to face because of
the color of our skin. It is the anger that is

necessary for true social change. It is the
anger that has the power to change your
campus, and the world. Today, I challenge you to push yourselves beyond anger and into action.
Anger coupled with action is the best
way to change the world. Your rage today should be felt tomorrow, not through
Facebook posts or Desserts and Discussions, but college policy changes, scholarship funds, volunteer hours and advocacy
groups. It should be felt through actionoriented goals that build a more inclusive
campus and world: lobbying Kenyon to
recruit more first generation Americans
to enroll and teach, building more volunteer groups reaching immigrant students
in the greater Knox County and building
careers in government and law, where
you have the ability to impact policies
and public perceptions.
Though you may not be able to

change the mind of one professor, you
have the power to change the hearts and
minds of countless others, to prevent this
from happening again. Though you cannot erase The Good Samaritan, you have
the power to ensure that there is equity,
fairness and representation for all groups
becomes the norm. You have the power
to carve out a fair, equal and loving spaces, not just at Kenyon, but throughout the
United States.
Kenyon, please take your anger and
turn it into action. Kenyon needs it, Knox
County needs it, and the world needs it.
Anger without action is almost meaningless, anger coupled with action is unstoppable.
I am excited to see what this fury will
build.
Gianna Biaggi
Class of 2017

Kenyon Q’s: Preserving pals after rushing
HANNAH LEE LEIDY
OPINIONS ASSISTANT

Dear Hannah Lee,
My friends and I went through Rush together, and in the end, some of us accepted
bids from different sororities, and others decided that Greek life wasn’t for them. While
I’m excited that some of us are now members of the sororities we wanted to join, I’m
worried that we all won’t be as close anymore, especially when some of them joined
the same organizations. How can I make
sure we all still stay close while balancing
new friends, too?
Signed,
Making New Friends and Keeping the Old?
Dear New and Old Friend,
Congratulations on your new sister/
siblinghood. And props to you for being
mindful of how your decision may impact
your social circle. Let me begin by saying
that of course you can join a new group
of friends without losing your preexisting
pals. There’s no limit on how many friends
you’re allowed to have. I’m a senior with a
friend group that formed during our firstyear and I still seek out new friendships.
An awesome aspect of Greek life is that

it introduces you to a circle of new friends.
However, as the majority of Kenyon students have no Greek affiliation, what rule
says that your new organization can be
your only circle? After all, this isn’t high
school in the 1980s — we’re well past John
Hughes’ brat pack social cliques.
The members of my sorority involve
themselves in numerous on-campus organizations, like the soccer team, the Beer and
Sex Advisors and Head Start volunteering.
You determine your number of friendships
on this campus. It’s not like there’s a massive roadblock between different teams,
clubs and organizations. Kenyon College is
too small to function like that.
That said, you’re probably right to suspect that some aspects of your friendships
may change. So what? Change isn’t bad.
Time passes and people grow and evolve,
and as a result friendships evolve and grow
from that. Think about your high school
friends. Are you all the same people now
that you were during high school? Chances
are, probably not, yet your friendship survived. Why shouldn’t that happen again?
You and your college friends may find
yourselves busier now that you’ve joined
social organizations. The time you used to
spend with friends will soon include meetings, events and additional new friends to
get to know. This may mean fewer latenight recaps of Old K escapades and miss-

ing some shared Peirce meals. When you text
them to order pizza with you at 11 p.m., they
may already be eating some with new friends,
and vice versa. You could let moments like
these bum you out, but what good does that
do you?
Let me assure you, you and your friendships will survive. Being in college (and just
being a person in general) is a juggling act.
You must juggle your courses, your extracurricular activities, your chores (that laundry
won’t do itself) and yes, your friendships.
It’s on you and your friends to carve out
some quality time for each other. Make a
standing Wiggin date for each week. Agree
on a common time for a meal. Do you and
your friend both have a chunk of time between your 8:10 and 11:10? Plan on a regular
study session. Make whatever commitments
seems doable for you all and honor them.
You allocate the appropriate amount of time
to your classes and organizations’ events, so
make sure you and your friends show each
other the same degree of commitment.
What are your burning questions? Don’t
know what to do about your hookup’s return
from a semester abroad? Trying to rein in reactions to out-of-control email threads? Submit
anonymously on tinyurl.com/kenyonqs or ask
Hannah Lee at leidyh@kenyon.edu and she
can offer the written equivalent of a hug.
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Editor’s Corner: Amidst the play debate, a lesson in listening
If Kenyon is to grow from this controversy, it is time for some of us to sit back and listen.
TOMMY JOHNSON
OPINIONS EDITOR

the MacLeod play. Though the opinions are in contrast, sometimes starkly, they express a common fear of KeWhen I left the Bolton Theater nyon’s current students, and use the
on Thursday after the common hour rhetorical tactic of changing — rather
panel on Professor of Drama and than in engaging in — the conversaJames Michael Playwright-in-Res- tion.
idence Wendy MacLeod’s '81 The
I wrote two weeks ago that the ColGood Samaritan, I
legian’s important role
noticed something
because we are more
Kenyon stustrange.
than just a student
We had just
dents, I believe, newspaper. I wanted
come out of an are smart enough to dif- to take this time to arhour-long converticulate the moments
ferentiate between the
sation about the
when specific student
play, and yet that useful and the harmful.
voices are most imwas not what we
portant.
were talking about afterward. EvOur frustration with MacLeod’s
eryone was talking about Professor play is that, among other things, it
of Political Science Fred Baumann’s marginalizes and stereotypes Latinx
comments, which focused on the na- people. The College assures us daily
ture of our conversation as opposed that it is working hard to recruit stuto the conversation itself.
dents of color, to make a home for a
This week, you will find that the diverse student body here in a place
opinions section has a letter to the that has traditionally been overeditor and an article penned about whelmingly white.

“

CROSSWORD
ACROSS
1. Pitch Perfect championship
5. Members of Kenyon’s
oldest sorority
11. Nutritional yeast, as
known to many vegans
13. Dissidents
14. Baby bugs
15. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ one’s head
16. Was in pain
18. Actors Faris and Kendrick
19. February 2
21. Two-year-old sheep
22. Period
23. “Eureka!”
26. 41 - 33
32. German river
35. Warden
36. His poetry reading,
along with 19-Across,
26-Across and
45-Across, happened in
the last week
40. Mr. I Am
41. _ _ _ mode
42. Notorious Emmett of
Mount Vernon
45. Most recent KCDC
mainstage production
51. Concede
53. Repository of Kenyon
history
54. Karate instructor,

perhaps
55. Speaks
56. Related to the nostril
57. Collaborative websites
58. Member of Kenyon’s
newest fraternity
59. Temporary dwelling

DOWN
1. Confused
2. Greek island
3. Occult conference
4. What the author has
not received in his mailbox recently
5. The Trinity, notably
6. Indian tattoos
7. Wooden magazine?
8. Sandal brand
9. IPAs
10. Constituent of Soviet
Union
12. Giggle
14. Fish magnet
16. Military official, abbreviated
17. Leader of Rhode Island rebellion
20. Blab
23. In logic and math,
symbolized by an upside-down A
24. Go quickly (i.e. to

People in positions of privilege often have a hard time seeing the tangibility of systemic harms. To my fellow white males: If you want a good
example, ref lect on how Kenyon looks
and feels right now to our Latinx
peers, past, present and future.
I know there’s an irony in me putting this into writing, but if you don’t
feel the harm in this play I urge you to
take a step back. To Professors Baumann and Schubel: Our respect for
you runs deep, but please don’t turn
this into an opportunity to air your
grievances toward the College and
your colleagues. We pose no threat to
MacLeod by speaking our mind. You
are the ones with the power to censor, not us. Don’t speak so loud as to
quell the conversation students are
currently having for the sake of a different one that you want to have.
From what I heard, students who
spoke out during common hour a
week ago were voicing their frustrations both about MacLeod’s harmful

depictions and how the fact that she
made them ref lects on this campus. I
want to challenge those who, in these
pages and elsewhere, have tried to
divert and abstract the conversation
away from reality.
Kenyon students, I believe, are
smart enough to differentiate between the useful and the harmful.
We are also human enough to feel
the difference. Most importantly, we
are mature enough to be treated like
adults. The adults, along with students who do not feel the harm this
play has caused, should know Kenyon
better than to worry about our intentions. They should take the time to
listen to those who are upset, in pain,
frustrated and tired. I know I will be
listening.
Tommy Johnson ’20 is a political science major from Pittsboro, N.C. He is the
editor of the opinions section. Contact
him at johnson1@kenyon.edu.

Cameron Austin
CONTRIBUTOR

Kolob)
25. Nitrogen, oxygen,
argon …
26. _ _ _ generis
27. Purple yam
28. For each
29. Eye, in San Juan
30. _ _ _ and Peace
31. Ssenkcis ni eil
37. Zig’s counterpart
38. Simple plant
39. Bone stuffing
42. Notable campus protest group
43. Chase and Gaskin, for
example
44. Original Nintendo
console
45. To sit, archaically
46. Princess on Disney
Junior show
47. Goodbye
48. Written, in Paris
49. Slang for malted
drinks
50. Protest at segregated
lunch counter
51. “Sure!”
52. Inscription on Jesus’s
cross
54. Variation at singular
DNA location

Congratulations to Charlotte Freccia '19 and Meredith Awalt '19 for co-solving last week’s puzzle!
Did you finish this crossword? Be the first to email a photo of your finished
crossword to collegian@kenyon.edu for a chance to get a shoutout!
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Lords tennis defeated 4-5 in spring opener, Ladies win 5-4
MADDIE MORGAN
STAFF WRITER

NW OHIO
LORDS
NW OHIO
LADIES

5
4
4
5
Lords

This past weekend, the Lords
were defeated by the University
of Northwestern Ohio, ranked
fifth in the National Association of Intercollegiate Athletics
(NAIA) polls. Kenyon entered
the Saturday match ranked 25
in the Intercollegiate Tennis Association (ITA). A tight competition left Northwestern Ohio
with a close 5-4 win over Kenyon.
A tough start in doubles play
put the Lords down 0-3 early as they headed into singles
play. Kenyon quickly bounced
back with successful matches
in singles competition, starting
with senior Weston Noall, who
earned a 6-1, 6-3 win at the No.
6 match.
Jacob Zalenski ’20 followed
Noall with a 6-2, 6-2 win at the
No. 2 match for the Lords. Kenyon was close to Northwestern Ohio at 2-3 before the close
No. 5 and No. 1 matches gave
the Racers a 5-2 win. Nicholas
Paolucci ’19 won his first set at
6-3 for the No. 1 match but lost
the next two sets to competitor
Radu Popa.
Nonetheless,
the
Lords
pushed on as No. 3 Austin Diehl
’20 won 6-4, 7-6 (7-5). Bryan Yo-

shino ’21 won the final match of
the day 7-6 (8-6), 2-6, 6-4, improving the Lords’ score to 4.
“I think the Lords’ overall performance last week was
great,” Yoshino said. “Although
we lost 5-4, everyone fought
hard and got rowdy in support
of each other. The team’s overall
energy was incredible.”
The Lords are looking forward to an exciting season
ahead. “This weekend we have
three tough opponents, and if
we manage to come out on top
against them, it will definitely
give us the confidence to be the
best we can be for the rest of the
season,” Yoshino said.
Kenyon’s next competition
COURTESTY OF KENYON COLLEGE ATHELTICS
will be against Kalamazoo ColMax Smith ’18 stands ready for a rally. The Lords look to bounce back versus Kalamazoo next weekend.
lege this Saturday in the Jasper
Tennis Center at 8 a.m. Later
in the day, they will take on the end very focused,” Maggie again as the Ladies lost two of a team with so much potential.”
University of Mary Washington Sweeney ’19 said. “We had two the three matches and Sweeney
The Ladies are returning
at 6:30 p.m. and then play Se- good weeks of practice, and we, clinched a No 3. win against from an incredible spring season
wanee: University of the South especially the upperclassmen, Melena Lolast year when
on Sunday at 8 a.m.
wanted to beat this team since pez, 6-2, 7-6.
they qualified
I’m excited to
we haven’t beaten them in a few Now tied at
for
NCAA
be part of a
Ladies
years.”
No. 4, the
tournament
Two early losses in doubles results
of team with so much poand
won
The Ladies started off their put the Ladies behind with a to- Saturday’s
the
North
tential.
spring season strong with a tal team score of 2-1. Sweeney competition
Coast
Athvictory over the University of and Grace Winslow ’18 held the were decided
letic ConferMaggie Sweeney ’19
Northwestern Ohio this week- only doubles win for Kenyon by the No. 6,
ence (NCAC)
end, ranked No. 12 in the the with a match score of 8-2.
Annie ReinTournament
National Association of InterThe singles competition fea- er ’19.
Championship title for the first
collegiate Athletics (NAIA) and tured a fierce comeback for the
Reiner faced Frederique Span time since 2001. With experiNo. 30 in Division III National Ladies. Erika Oku ’21 and Diana to win her first set at 6-4, but enced upperclass students and a
Collegiate Athletic Association Aboubakare ’18 turned the ta- Span claimed the second set 6-3. promising first-year class of five,
(NCAA). Kenyon successfully bles for Kenyon, giving them a Reiner would secure a Ladies’ Kenyon is looking at an exciting
beat out its opponents 5-4 in a lead of 3-2. Oku and Aboubak- victory with a 6-4 win in the season ahead.
close match. This is only the sec- are won their matches with 6-1, third set.
Kenyon will play Kalamaond win against Northwestern 6-3 and 6-4, 6-4 wins, respec“The win this weekend gives zoo College this Saturday in
Ohio in five matches since 2013. tively.
us good momentum,” Sweeney the Kenyon Athletic Center at
“We all went into this weekThe competition was tied up said. “I’m excited to be a part of 11:30 a.m.

“

Lords place 12th, Ladies fourth at Bob Shannon Invitational
Funmilayo Lawal ’19 has now broken the Kenyon weight throw record twice in two weeks.
MARLI VOLPE AND JOSH WALMER
STAFF WRITERS

Lords
This past Saturday, Feb. 3, the Kenyon
men’s track team placed 12th out of 13 in
the Bob Shannon Invitational at Denison
University.
Colton Orr ’18 placed third in the
men’s preliminary 60-meter hurdles and
placed fifth in the finals, scoring four
team points overall.
The Lords were far more than just a
one-man wrecking crew on Saturday. Jordan Potter ’19 placed 14th in the men’s
weight throw and eighth in the men’s shot
put. Ifeatu Menakaya ’21 placed 25th and
19th respectively in those same events.
Tanner Orr ’19 finished seventh in the
long jump, while a team of Cody Bratzler
’21, Qiyam Stewart ’21, Kevin Towle ’19
and Ar’Reon Watson ’18 finished 10th in
the 4x400 meter relay race. Vincent Lewis
’20 and Tommy Johnson ’20 finished in
the top ten for the 5,000-meter run, placing eighth and ninth respectively.
This upcoming weekend, the men’s
track team will compete at All-Ohio,

a meet to which all of the Ohio colleges
send their athletes.
“The track team has a lot of qualified
athletes for this weekend,” Jackson Pine
’18 said. “I’m very excited to see how the
team does in this highly competitive setting.”
Ladies
For the second week in a row, Funmilayo Lawal ’19 broke the Kenyon women’s
indoor track record for weight throw.
Her distance of 14.33 meters earned her
first place and, along with three other top
marks by the Ladies, propelled Kenyon
to fourth place among the 13 teams competing at Denison University’s Bob Shannon Invitational on Feb. 3. Lawal also
threw for 10.59 meters in the shot put and
placed sixth. Lawal’s throwing success
was complemented by that of teammate
Jadah Jones ’18, who earned a fifth place
finish in the weight throw with a distance
of 14.33 meters.
Kenyon’s jumpers also had a successful
day, scoring a combined 13 points across
three events. Foremost among these was
Devron Martin ’18, who took first place
in the triple jump with a distance of

10.59 meters. Duffy Lemire ’21 and Sutton Amthor ’21 also earned scoring placements in the high jump and pole vault.
On the track, Kenyon scored 41 points
between four distance and two sprinting
events. The Ladies’ distance medley relay,
comprised of Rosa Rumora ’19, Caitlyn
Haas ’20, Molly Hunt ’18 and Gracie Moses ’20, comfortably secured top marks
with a time of 13:00.23. In the mile leg of
the relay, Moses split a 5:17:94 mile without competition. This split, had it been in
a standalone mile, would have given her
the seventh fastest time among Division
III women runners in Ohio this season.
The next closest relay, St. Vincent College,
was a full 23 seconds behind. Cortney
Johnson ’21 brought home a first-place
finish in the 3,000-meter dash with a time
of 10:49.21.
Other scoring finishes in distance
events came from Quinn Harrigan
’19 (19:16.98) and Maddie Frank ’18
(19:56.72), who took third and fourth in
the 5,000-meter run, as well as Sophie
Niekamp ’21, who placed eighth in the
mile (5:43.26).
Of the sprinters, Jonah Edwards ’18
brought in five points with a fourth-place
finish in the 60-meter dash (8.13) while

Gillian Blackwell ’18 took fifth in the
400-meter dash (1:01.91), scoring four
points.
The Ladies’ 71-point total landed them
far ahead of in-conference rivals Denison
and the College of Wooster. The Big Red
and the Fighting Scots scored 39 and 26,
respectively.
Competing at the level which they currently are has been a journey for the Ladies team. When the current seniors were
first years, the Kenyon women’s track
team was undersized with a roster comprised of 34 athletes. At the Denison meet
that year, the Ladies scored only 19 points
and tied for second-to-last.
Today, the Ladies boast a 47 member
team and have worked hard to improve
every year. Senior Captain Molly Hunt
‘18 said in an interview with the Collegian “I’m really proud of my teammates
for the work they do, we all have different
strengths, whether its running, throwing,
jumping, or other field events, but we still
keep that really strong team atmosphere-which is the best part of being on this
team”.
The Ladies will compete in the AllOhio Championship, hosted by Oberlin
College, on Feb. 10.
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Ladies drop critical game against Yeowomen
Offense stalls as Kenyon shooting bottoms out at 28.3 percent.
DYLAN GOODWIN
STAFF WRITER

OWU
KENYON
OBERLIN
KENYON

64
41
47
39

Kenyon Ladies basketball (18-4) entered
the week riding a five-game winning streak
before traveling to Ohio Wesleyan University (OWU) to take on the one-win Battling Bishops and Oberlin College (16-6) at
home.
The Ladies added to their streak after dismantling OWU by a score of 64-41.
Kenyon came out of the gates firing on all
cylinders, earning a 19-9 lead by the end of
the first quarter. By halftime the Ladies increased that lead to 16.
The Ladies went into the matchup
against OWU as the second-ranked defense in the conference, only giving up 52.6
points per game, and they continued to
show their defensive prowess by only giving
up 41 points. The Ladies created 19 points
off of 17 OWU turnovers, which comes as
no surprise as Kenyon ranks second in the
North Coast Athletic Conference (NCAC)
with a turnover margin of +2. The Ladies
also committed 20 turnovers as a team.
OWU was only able to get 12 points off of
turnovers. This game was an aberration for
Kenyon as they rank third in the NCAC in
turnovers per game with only 14.3.
OWU outscored Kenyon in the third
quarter, 16-14, marking the only period in
which the Bishops outscored the Ladies.
The Ladies capped off the game by scoring
17 points in the final quarter. Three of the
starters Paige Matijasich ’20, Jessica Gerber
’19 and Lane Davis ’19 all scored in double

NIKKI ANDERSON

Jessica Gerber ’19 takes a jump shot over an Oberlin defender in the loss. Kenyon
tallied a season low 37 points in the loss as they chase the NCAC season title.

digits in the team’s win. Davis also dished
out four assists. The Kenyon bench proved
to be too much for the Bishops, outscoring
their opponents bench 17-2.
The Ladies followed up this win with
another solid defensive performance, however, lost 47-39 to Oberlin College.
The first half was closely contested, but
10 points from Ellie Schaub ’21 led the Ladies to a 25-20 halftime lead. The Ladies defense came up big in the half, forcing seven
steals and limiting the offensive opportunities of Oberlin.
In the final two quarters, despite another
strong defensive game, the Ladies were out-

scored 27 to 14, as the offense only shot 26.8
percent from the field.
The Ladies strong defensive performance all season bodes well when looking
toward the end of the season and the conference tournament. Currently, the Ladies
sit in second place in the NCAC with an impressive conference record of 11-2 and 18-4
overall.
There are four games left in the regular season for the Ladies, as they attempt
to capture their first NCAC regular season
title in ten years. On Feb. 10, the Ladies will
face off against DePauw on the Ladies Senior Day.

THIS WEEK
IN KENYON
SPORTS
HISTORY

This week in
1941, the Kenyon men’s swimming team beat
the Pennsylvania
State University
Teachers College
56-19, breaking
three pool records. The Lords
then went on to
break three more
pool records
when they traveled to the Case
School of Applied Science a
few days later.

Lords playoff hopes in question after tough loss to Oberlin
ADAM SCHWAGER
SPORTS ASSISTANT

OWU
KENYON
OBERLIN
KENYON

108
82
78
63

The Lords path to the North
Coast Athletic Conference (NCAC)
tournament took a huge blow this
week in their losses to Ohio Wesleyan 108-82 on Saturday, and to
Oberlin 78-63 last night.
The Lords started their week
with a loss on Saturday to a red-hot
Ohio Wesleyan University squad.
Coming in with three wins in their
last four games, the Battling Bishops soundly defeated the Lords in
all aspects of the game.
Led by two-time defending
NCAC Offensive Player of the Year
Nate Axelrod, the Bishops defeated
the Lords in points in the paint,
three-pointers, points off turnovers, fast break points and made
free throws. Axelrod himself led all
players in points (28), assists (nine),
and steals (three). “[Axelrod’s] ability to get to the basket and distribute the basketball creates many
problems in game planning,” Head

Men’s Basketball Coach Dan Priest
said.
His distribution allowed the
Battling Bishops supporting cast to
knock down open shots. The Bishops were able to shoot 52.9 percent
for the game, nailing 42.5 percent
of their three-point attempts. By
comparison, the Lords only shot
40.6 percent overall and just 36.4
percent from three-point range.
It was a breakout game for Lords
forward Ugnius Zilinskas ’21. After
battling with injuries for a majority
of the season, the six-foot-four-inch
first year had 13 points in his first
collegiate game with over 20 minutes of playing time. “I’m healthy
and I’m getting my confidence
back,” Zilinskas said.
The added playing time for Zilinskas and other bench players
is something that Priest has been
working toward the entire season.
“Our team has finally got healthy
as we have had injuries to multiple
players, so now we are able to have
more depth and distribute minutes,” he said.
Last night the Lords dropped
another crucial game to the Oberlin College Yeomen 78-63. The
Lords had trouble getting the ball

inside the perimeter for the majority of the game, eventually falling
behind by as many as 28 points.
Despite a furious rally late, the
Lords were only able to cut the Yeomen lead to 14 until the final buzzer sounded.
Just as OWU had done on Saturday, Oberlin was able to capitalize on many bad turnovers by
the Lords. The Yeomen turned
19 Lords turnovers into 23 points
while the Lords only scored 14 off
of the Yeomen’s 15 turnovers.
Yesterday’s loss was crucial for
the Lords’ hopes to make the NCAC
tournament later this month, as the
Yeomen and the Lords came into
play tonight tied for the eighth and
final spot in the tourney. Entering
the game, Priest knew the implications. “The next two games are critical,” he said on Tuesday.
With their loss, the Lords fall to
3-12 in the conference, only putting
them ahead of 2-13 Allegheny. To
qualify for NCACs, the Lords need
to win at least two of their last three
games against Depauw University
(6-9 NCAC) on Sat., The College
of Wooster (12-3 NCAC) on Wed.
and Hiram College (9-6 NCAC) on
Feb. 17.

NIKKI ANDERSON

Will Sigl ’18 takes the ball to the rack against a Yeoman defender.
Sigl scored eight points with four offensive rebounds in the loss.

